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ABSTRACT:  

This paper was written with the objective of making a comprehensive project which will highlight and bring into light, the 

human and labor law violations that take place in China. China has various labor laws and regulations which guarantee 

labors certain basic human rights. However, at the ground level, there are various violations of the same in order to push 

the economy and industries of the country forward only to become the second world largest economy in the world. 
However, everything comes at a price and the same is being paid by the citizens of the country. This paper offers an 

insight into the atrocious violations that take place behind the façade of China being a probable superpower. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Human rights have a long history and yet, their tenure as a subject has been quite short. The reason for the same 

can be accredited to both the developed and the developing countries. In the developing countries, there is a 

constant ignorance towards the value of life of a person, especially in the colonial era whereas in the developed 

countries, their attitude towards human life in industrialization era or the war times has been dismissible. 

The concept of universal brotherhood and fraternity of mankind coupled with a sense of compassion towards 

one’s fellowmen, though formally recognized only after the formation of United Nations in 1945, can be traced 

back to the ancient times as old as the Greek play ‘Antigone’ which spoke about the natural rights of every man 

by the virtue of him or her being a human. The ‘Magna Carta’ enjoys its status as the milestone for human 

rights when it was first approved by King John in the year 1215 A.D.1 The Revolution which then started, 

voyaged a long way in the form of ‘The English Bill of Rights’ in 1689, the ‘French Revolution Declaration’ 

and the ‘US Bill of Rights’ in 1789, the ‘Geneva Convention’ in 1864 and ‘United Nations Declaration of 

Human Rights’ in 1948.  

Regardless of such valiant developments and the protection of Human Rights being universally accepted to be 

every sovereign State’s imperative towards its people, a millennium from its inception and over a century of 

sound recognition, this elementary and necessary concept still seems to be deprived to countless people across 

the world. The factors for the same vary from State’s neglect, to individual’s greed. This stands as an indication 

that we still have a long feat to achieve in not just recognizing but effectively ensuring proper exercise and 

implementation of human rights as a part and parcel of every human’s life by virtue of their birth.  

                                                             
1Khwaja A, Protection of Human Rights (National and International Perspective), Law Publishers, India, 2004, p 5.   
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One such sector where widespread abuse of human rights for sheer economic gains, goes unnoticed is the 

manufacturing industry of People’s Republic of China. Celebrated for being the second largest economy on the 

globe and often recognized as the only other emerging superpower which can successfully challenge the world 

hegemony, China has paid huge costs and has gained little, to reach where it has reached today. 

II. HUMAN RIGHTS AND LABOR RIGHTS: 

There has been a long standing discussion on whether labor rights are a part of the human rights spectrum or 

not. Universal Declaration of Human Rights has also laid down clauses for labor law along with the basic set of 

rights that a human being deserves by the virtue of their birth. 

“Everyone has the right to work, to free choice of employment, to just and favorable conditions of work and to 

protection against unemployment. Everyone, without any discrimination, has the right to equal pay for equal 

work. Everyone who works has the right to just and favorable remuneration ensuring for himself and his family 

an existence worthy of human dignity, and supplemented, if necessary, by other means of social protection. 

Everyone has the right to form and to join trade unions for the protection of his interests.”2 

However, relating these clauses to the real world where the workers seek to exercise their rights seems to be 

difficult in its practicality.  

For most of the half-century after the Second World War, labor rights and labor standards were strictly a matter 

of national law and practice.3 However, with the inception of International Labor Organization in 1919, some 

common labor law standards have been set across the world. Even though the common standard set by ILO is 

not legally binding on States until and unless they ratify and agree to incorporate the standards into their 

national labor law, ILO has nevertheless successfully established a common precedent for all States to follow. 

However, in countries like China, these norms have had little relevance.  

Along with UDHR, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International Covenant on 

Economic, Social and Cultural Rights have also incorporated clauses for labor across the world. Similarly, they 

also cover basic rights like equal pay, safe work environment, rights against forced labor and child exploitation. 

The goal for each of these Conventions is to improve the basic labor standard and working conditions across the 

world. They are active recommendations which set a guideline for States to follow while drafting their national 

labor laws and rights. Sources of international labor law include human rights conventions as well.  

Instruments like recommendations and conventions have been adopted at the International Labor Conference.  

                                                             
2Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948, Article 23.  
3James A Gross & Lance Compa, Human Rights in Labor and Employment Relations: International and Domestic Perspectives, 

Cornell University, First Edition, 1, 2009. 
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Parties of International Labor Organization are required to send these recommendations in their respected 

authority to deliberate over and decide whether to ratify the same or inculcate them in their national labor laws.  

The principle that there are certain basic human rights and that they are universal to humankind has been 

accepted from an ethical point of view. On the same moral grounds, International Labor Organization has, for 

the same reason, set down regulations to make sure there is no workplace aggression, discrimination, bullying 

etc. It is only reasonable that once States race to become the greatest GDPs and fight for power and progress in 

international development, there will be consequences and according to the demographic dividend, it has been 

established that most of these consequences will be faced by the labor class. Since labor class is the working 

class, they will be easier to exploit. Many industries make the labor work for overtime and do not pay 

adequately or at all for the same. Since they have no power and authority of their own, they usually either 

works like this or resort to means like striking against the authority with their fellow labors.  

Many of these are from such poor and illiterate backgrounds which keep them in dark from knowing their own 

labor rights. The extent of violence and inhuman treatment towards labor over time has reached such peak that 

they were recognized and included as human rights. Today, labors have fundamental rights which cannot be 

violated. They are the most basic rights which an individual has by the virtue of his/her birth.  

There have been multiple conventions on the same. Occupational Safety and Health Convention, 1981 and the 

Occupational Health Services Convention, 1985 etc. are a few to name. Non-Government Organizations like 

Human Rights Watch and Amnesty International have also contributed to promote the recognition of human 

rights and have incorporated labor rights in their agenda and purview as well.  

There have been critical views of the same as well. Some scholars believed labor law’s inclusion under the 

human rights umbrella was a stunt to advance the labor conditions across the world. However, these arguments 

stand negated as real life experiences of child labor and exploitation have been documented. Child labor has 

been incorporated in every convention which advocates human rights and labor rights as one and the same. 

Most of such acts don’t only violate labor laws but also other facets of law. Hence, these violations are inter-

disciplinary and multi-sectored.   

Given this status of labor laws, exploitation and industrial growth, there are countries today which, behind the 

veil of industrial growth and progress, do exploit labors and violate both the international and their national 

standard of labor laws. One such example is China and their reality behind them being the second largest 

economy in the world.  

III. LABOR LAW AND HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATION IN CHINA: 

The People’s Republic of China is the second largest country in terms of the size of its economy. Until 2015, it  
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was the world’s fastest growing major economy with growth rates averaging 10% for over thirty years.4 Still 

holding strong as the world’s largest manufacturing economy and exporter of goods, it is also the world’s 

fastest growing consumer market.5 The Chinese population as of 2017 totals up to1.4 Billion6 making it the 

most populated country in the world. While many see the population of China to be the driving force behind it 

being a fierce full economy, what often do not see the light of the day are the atrocities and violations that are 

committed inside the factory premises. The dark cost which the county and its people pay to stand where they 

are today at a global platform include vast labor and human rights violations like working in inhuman 

conditions, wage payments which are way below the minimum wages, little or no training while working with 

hazardous material, and non-payable overtime work to name a few. 

The foremost factor for such bullying seems to be what is considered to be the country’s asset itself; the 

population. Due to such high population and easy availability of labor in Chinese manufacturing industries, the 

demand for these jobs are way too high compared to their availability. A worker in these industries is in such a 

condition that on any given day he/she may prefer keeping the job and the little pay it offers than being easily 

replaced and be left with no job at all. The employer’s on the other hand make full use of this demand-supply 

curve leaning towards them and make the most economic gain out of it. It’s outrageous to see that a Company 

with its factory in China as well as a developed country like USA does not follow the same safety mechanisms 

in both these factories. Often the factory in the former country is compromised with its safety systems and 

mechanism with the motive of cost cutting. This discrimination leaves a very corrupt principle that the value of 

life in a developing country is inferior than that of a developed country.        

IV. CHILD LABOR: 

Article 27 of the Labor Law of the People’s Republic of China, states that ‘This Law applies to enterprises, 

individually-owned economic organisations (hereinafter referred to as the employer) and laborers who form a 

labor relationship with them within the boundary of the People's Republic of China.’ Article 158 states that ‘The 

employer shall be banned from recruiting juveniles under the age of 16.’ Article 15 and Article 2 read together 

establish that no employer within the boundary of China is allowed to enter into a labor contract with any 

juvenile, that is, people under the age of 16. Recruiting any person for labor work, who is a juvenile, will 

amount to an offence, that is, it will be violation of an established statute that protects basic labor rights. 

                                                             
4 Nelson D. Schwartz, Advisors work to calm fearful investors, N.Y. Times, August 25, 2015. 
5 Steven Barnet, China: Fastest Growing Consumer Market In The World, IMF Blog (December 2, 2013), 

https://blogs.imf.org/2013/12/02/china-fastest-growing-consumer-market-in-the-world/  
6Department of Economic and Social Affairs, World Population Prospects: The 2017 Revision, United Nations Organization, New 
York, 2017. 
7Labor Law of People’s Republic of China, 1994, Number 28, Standing Committee, 1994 (China). 
8Ibid. 
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China’s Regulations on Banning Child Labor, 2002, also states under Article 29 that recruitment of minors is a 

punishable offence. It highlights procedure for recruitment and that all identity documents must be checked 

before finalizing a labor contract. 10  Other provisions of the same state the penalty for child labor and 

kidnapping and forced labor.11 

China has also ratified International Labor Organization Convention 138 on Minimum Age for Admission to 

Employment and International Labor Organization Convention on Worst Forms of Labor. China is also a part 

of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of a Child. Principle behind all the Conventions is one and the 

same, that is, to protect people below 16 years of age from working or entering into labor relationships for the 

advantage of the employer.   

However, what don’t come to the limelight are the violations of these laws by employers in the Republic of 

China. According to Chinese press reports, child labor appears frequently in family businesses, where children, 

especially girls, must participate in extensive labor.12 These children often receive no pay, since they are 

working for their adult relatives. Businesses such as restaurants and barbershops are mostly owned by families 

and individuals, who frequently hire their relatives to work.13 In 2003, Workers Daily investigation revealed 

that children in the age group of 13-15 were employed in family businesses. These children made negligible 

wages. Many children are also employed by their relatives to sell flowers. They work for 14 hours a day and 

earn only 30 dollars a month.  

Most children work for minimal wages in factories and bag the job through fake IDs and papers. They are 

forced into workers since it’s their last resort of survival. There are minor girls who have been accommodated 

with other teenage girls in small rooms and are being forced to work for more than 16 hours a day.14 Children 

have been suffering with various diseases and injuries due to the forced work they have been put through and 

the chemicals they inhale during work. There is no proper regulation system or organization which checks on 

these factories and industries. A population this huge acts as a disadvantage as there is no proper 

implementation of law and order for even those who have been caught committing malpractice.  

V. OVERTIME WORKING: 

According to Article 3615 of the Labor Law of China, there are specified working hours for all labors. Workers 

                                                             
9China’s Regulations on Banning Child Labor, 2002. 
10 China’s Regulations on Banning Child Labor, 2002 
11 Ibid. 
12 Lance A. Compa, Justice for All: The Struggle for Workers Rights in China, CORNELL UNI. REV., 2004, at 60. 
13 Ibid. 
14 Lance A. Compa, Justice for All: The Struggle for Workers Rights in China, CORNELL UNI. REV., 2004, at 65. 
15Supra note 7.  
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 are not allowed, by the statute, to work for more than 8 hours a day and 44 hours a week. In case of overtime, 

the workers should be remunerated adequately and in accordance with the provided statute.16 Under Article 38, 

labors should be granted at least one day off in a week. Article 41 states that every worker should work 

overtime for at most three hours given there is a special reason and due diligence with respect to work 

environment and safety regulations has been guaranteed. No work time, however, can exceed 36 hours a month. 

Article 44 also provides for guidelines for adequate remuneration.  

However, most laborers work overtime for no remuneration. They are bound by their employers and the labor 

contractual relationship. Since it’s their last resort, they are left without an option but are forced to comply. 

Management deducted workers’ pay for failing to make impossible production quotas; forced daily and 

weekend overtime on workers up to 15 hours per day; pulled, slapped, and pinched workers for not working 

fast enough; and failed to provide gloves and masks to prevent poisoning by chemicals used in the production 

process.17 Most industries force workers to work for 60 hours a week, violating Labor Law provisions in China. 

There have been instances of workers working for 31 hours straight, collapsing at the end of the shift with 

major health issues. The wages provided were also far below the minimum standard. This violates Article 48 

which states that no employer should pay workers less than the local standard minimum wage.  

There are many instances of violations of Labor laws in China which hide behind the façade of second biggest 

economy in the world. 

VI. FEMALE DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT 

Discrimination in its simplest understanding can be defined as a situation when an employer treats a person less 

favorably than someone else due to a protected trait such as his or her gender, age or race.18 The Chinese 

manufacturing industries stand home to over a dozen forms of discriminations.19 While some of these are as 

direct as an employee’s age, gender or region, certain discriminations less known to the world at large are based 

on height and appearance, political affiliations and other personal life issues like pregnancy and marriage. 

The Article 1220 of the Chinese labor law bars any discrimination against in employment due to a person’s 

nationality, sex, race or religious belief. However, a very prevalent practice in these industries is to discourage 

female employment or filter the potential female employees on the basis of their personal life preferences with 

respect to marriage, motherhood etc. These practices are identified to be taken up in order to cut down the cost 

of maternity benefit and other such benefits that the companies have to borne in case of recruiting such an 

                                                             
16Labor Law of People’s Republic of China, 1994, Number 28, Standing Committee, 1994 (China).  
17Supra note 13, at 32. 
18 Watson v. Fort Worth Bank & Trust, 487 U.S. 977, 985–86 (1988). 
19 Timothy Webster, Ambivalence & Activism: Employment Discrimination in China, Faculty Publications, 643,   653, (2011). 
20 Labor Law of People’s Republic of China, 1994, Number 28, Standing Committee, 1994 (China). 
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employee.21 While in any other developed country, such a classification is prima facie illegal, it’s surprising to 

see that such a practice is rampant in China in order to have working population with a potential of maximizing 

the possible output, brushing aside all the personal and professional rights of the citizens. 

VII.  WORKING CONDITIONS AND WORK TRAINING 

The Chinese manufacturing industries certainly don’t seem to be one of the best places to work at. The 

statement can be defended due to the work existing work culture of the country. The Chinese laws allow a 

maximum of an eight-hour shift per day.22 However, many reports bring out the fact that on a regular basis, an 

employee at these places is expected to work for a minimum of 11 hours without any extra wages. Article 55 

and 6823 of the Chinese labor law statute mandates laborers to receive special training and similarly required 

safety equipment in case they have to work on certain special operation or technical work. However, many 

industries in China run with a motive of maximizing profits which even extends up to cost cutting in the areas 

like hiring training personnel and ensuring safety standards and equipment. This often leads to various 

industrial hazards which in ordinary course can be easily evaded. 

Other complications include healthy and hygienic food and places of residence. As the vast majority of workers 

are temporary migrant workers, they often do not have the right of residence in the urban areas. The employers 

hence usually follow a practice of providing accommodation and dining which is far from standard. Laborers 

have often complained of sleeping next to open electrical wires and being provided with unhygienic food which 

leads to various medical issues. A leading Multi-National Company was found to have wire-grilled its factory 

dormitories throughout the country preventing the employees from jumping.24 This means, that the workers 

now technically live in a cage. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

The Republic of China has made a long journey from its distant past to emerge as one of the dominating forces 

on the global platform. However, the question that arises is, whether sturdy numbers accurately show the sturdy 

condition of the nation. In this case the answer seems to be negative. Though the country’s legislation are in 

place, it’s their implementation which becomes hard due to the government’s approach towards what it 

contemplates development really is.   The high price of its citizen’s rights let alone comfort and security that the 

nation has paid in order to reach where it stands now, makes it successful only in economic sense and not as an 

true developed nation. History has shown that a practice of such kind ends with a mass revolution and violence 

                                                             
21 Timothy Webster, Ambivalence & Activism: Employment Discrimination in China, Faculty Publications, 643,   663, (2011). 
22  Art. 36, Labor Law of People’s Republic of China, 1994, Number 28, Standing Committee, 1994 (China). 
23 Labor Law of People’s Republic of China, 1994, Number 28, Standing Committee, 1994 (China). 
24 Pun Ngai & Jenny Chan, Global Capital, the State, and Chinese Workers: The Foxconn Experience, 4, Modern China, 383, 405, 

(2012).  
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which might just be the near future for this nation. The Republic of China would truly be a developed nation 

when every citizen of the country is able to enforce and claim his/her rights and strive towards economic 

development with social, economic, and political security. 
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